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Artist’s Statement
I view art as a tool to understand the world around us. The sciences and humanities
each look at the world through their own lens but don’t offer a way to synthesize a
broader view of this existence. I believe art can be thought of as the master of all
science. I use art to study and explore relationships between multiple fields of study. I
have quite a considerable science background. I’ve made micro chips that regulate the
electrical conductance of muscles, used lasers to measure bond lengths between
individual atoms, and listened for weeks to the sound of a monkey’s neuron. My art is a
part of my quest for knowledge.
I start a piece by comparing and contrasting several complex concepts. I strive to unify
and simplify the mysteries of life. I use universal symbols to represent a pure existence
beyond sociological bias. I work with geometric patterns found at both the microscopic
and macroscopic levels to represent existence outside the human scale. I enjoy
studying the nature of matter, light, and sound. Much of my work is inspired by modern
physics and encompasses an artist’s view of string theory and a holographic reality. To
understand the transfer of energy, I turn to philosophical questions that explore the
relationship between thought and action. We all have an inner voice that cannot be
properly translated into the generic language of words. I speak in paint to escape
ideology. I wish to create outside of time, culture, and size. My paintings bridge the gap
between abstract and surreal. I blur the lines between accident and occurrence,
between chaos and order. Due to physical limitations, I’ve learned to embrace a style
that encourages randomness and makes use of shaky lines and awkward curves. My
brushstrokes are in constant motion to create a rhythm out of my weak and fatigued
joints.
I believe the ultimate painting goal is to cultivate unrepeatable work, which evolves on a
moment-to-moment basis, yet still embodies a single message. Sometimes my
messages are deep and philosophical, made up of sacred truths. Other times these
messages are in the form of question or even a joke. I use art as an opportunity to
acknowledge our limitations of reason and to rethink our current understanding of
reality. My art is inspired by the colors and shapes found in nature, the philosophy of a
collective consciousness, and the theories of reality that unite science and soul. To be
certain is not to know. The goal of my art is to make you smile and then smirk. I invite
you to slow down and think. Take a moment to wonder why. Remember how tiny we are
compared to the stars, and yet how big can be a single heart. Feel that we are all in this
together and believe that every moment is as beautiful as you make it.

